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Existence of Long-Range Order in One and Two Dimensions
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It is pointed out that a rigorous inequality erst proved by Bogoliubov may be used to rule out the
existence of quasi-averages (or long-range order) in Bose and Fermi systems for one and two dimensions
and Tgo.

I. INTRODUCTION
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superQuidity have generally been associated vrith

a speci6c type of order which London called long-

range order of the average momentuIn. The earliest
general mathematical characterization of this order
was given by Ginzburg and Landau' for superconductors
and by Penrose' for superQuids. They defined a system
to have this long-range order if a suitable density
matrix did not vanish for infinite separation of its
spatial arguIIlents. In the microscopic theories" these
6nite limiting values are taken to be anomalous

averages (or quasi-averagess) which are nonzero by
virtue of a broken symmetry (the conservation of
number). In certain simple cases, the justilication for
this can be given in mathematical form in t.erms of
discontinuous limiting behavior as an external source
coupled to the 6eld goes to zero, and the volume 0
of the system goes to in6nity. Alternatively, ' 5 ~ a more
intuitive justi6cation can be given in terms of a re-
stricted ensemble7 having a speci6ed value of the
condensate function (the order parameter) but no
dc6nite value of the particle number. In either case
the anomalous averages (such as Q) or (~)) are
treated like ordinary ensemble averages, and their
existence is taken to be equivalent to long-range order.
%'c shall also assume this equivalence and not inquire
further into its rigorous justi6cation.

' F. London, Sgpsrggsds (Dover Publications, Inc., New York,
1960).
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Soviet Phys. —JETP f, 289 (1958)g; P. W. Anderson, Rev. Mod.
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108, 1175 (1957) L. P. Gor'kov, Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz.
34, 735 (1958) LEnglish transL: Soviet Phys. —JETP y, 505
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s N. N. Bogohubov, Dubna report, 1962 (unpublished)
/German transl. : Phys. Abh. SU 5, 1 (1962); 5, 113 (1962); 5,
229 (1N2) J. See also ¹ N. Bogoliubov, Physics 25, 51 (1NO).
After a preliminary version of our paper was completed, wc
werc able to obtain the German translation of this work, and found
that thc discussion of Fermi systems was morc complete than in
Wagner's (Ref. 8) paper, and essentially the same as our Sec. IV.
Since our proof is briefer, and since Bogoliubov's paper is not
generally available, we have retained our discussion in a complete
and self-contained form.

7 P. C. Hohenberg and P. C. Martin, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 34,
291 (1965).

In this paper we wish to explore the consequences of
an exact inequality'8 due originally to Bogoliubov,
vrhich vre apply to cases vrhere there is a broken
symmetry, or anomalous average. %C shall use it to
calculate the Quctuations of the order parameter in
superQuids and superconductors, thus proving that thc
assumption of a broken syrrunetry (or long-range order)
in Bose or Fermi liquids leads to a contradiction in
one and two dimensions at 6nite temperature. Using
thc Glnzburg-Landau thcol y, similar I'csults hRvc bccn
obtained for superconductors by Rice9 and de Gennes'0
and for superQuids by Emery. " They have also been
derived on the basis of hydrodynamic arguments by
Ferrell, "Halperin, and Martin, "Chester and Reatto, '4

and, using the two-Quid expressions of Ref. 7, by Kane
and Kadano6. Howcvcrp thc valldlty of some of these
arguments'" has been questioned" and in any case
they are only approximate, whereas the present deriva-
tion is exact, given the existence of quasi-averages. It
depends only on the commutation relations and the f
sum I'ulc.

In Sec. II wc repeat Bogoliubov's6 derivation in the
form written down by %agner. s In Sec. III wc apply it
to the Bose hquid both at lovr temperatures and near
the transition, and in Sec. IV wc shovr the necessary
modi6cations which must be supplied to prove a
theorem for a superconducting or superQuid Fermi
liquid.

II. PROOF OF BOGOLIUBOV'8 THEOREM

For completeness we repeat Bogohubov's proof, 6

in the form given by Wagner. s Let (A) denote the
quasiaverage of the operator A, or, equivalently, thc
ensemble average in a restricted ensemble~ appropriate
for a system with a broken symmetry. The properties
of this average are just those of the equilibrium grand-

8 H. %'agner, Z. Physik. 195, 273 (1966).
'T. M. Rice, Phys. Rev. 140, A1889 (1965); and (to be

published).
»P. G. De Gcnnes, in XN5 Tokyo J.ectures in Theorefical

I'hysics, edited by R. Kubo (%'. A. Benjamin, Inc., New York,
1966), Part I, p. 117."V. J. Emery (unpublished) .

'~ R. I'errell, Phys. Rev. Letters 14, 330 (1964).
» B.I. Halperin and P. C. Martin (unpublished).
"G.V. Chester and L. Reatto, Phys. Letters 22, 2'f6 (1966);

L. Reatto and G. V. Chester, Phys. Rcv. 155, 88 (1.967).
'~ J. %. Kanc and L. P. Kadano8, Phys. Rcv. 155, 80 (1967).
'fi Yu. A. Bychkov, L. P. Gor'kov, and I. E. Dzialoshinskii,

JETP Pis'ma v Redaktsiyn 2, 146 (1965) )English transl: JETP
Letters 2, 92 (1965)J; Zh. Eksperim. i Teor. Fis. 50, 738 (1966)
I English transl. : Soviet Phys. —JETP 23, 489 (1966),
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IIL THE BOSE LIQUID

We shall apply the two inequalities to a Bose super-
Quid in which, by assumption,

C (r) =Q-' g exp(zk r) y,
Q '"(ag&=Q-'Iz(ao&b(k)

canonical-ensemble average (in particular, the fiuctua- Furthermore, since (P/2) I
coth (Poi/2) I

&
I

oi
I

' and
tion-dissipation theorem holds' ), except that certain the integrands in (5)—(6) are positive, we have
quantities which vrould vanish in the latter remain
finite here when the volume Q goes to infinity (e.g., x'~.~'(k) & (P/2) ~~.~'(k) (9)

Q & or (~&) .We shall introduce the Fourier transform
of a function or operator C in a quantization volume
Q (with periodic boundary conditions) by the usual
relations

dr exp( —zk r)C(r),

except that for the particle fields p and fr we use the
normallzatlon

P(r) =Q-'I' P exp(zk r) aq,

P'(r) =Q-'" Q exp( —zk r) ug'. (2)

=Q- ~ (o,t&=(Q«) S(k),

where b(k) is a I&omecker delta. We take the operators
A and B to be (k= —k'WO):

A,.(&) =z(a/ai) p, (~); B&(t) =Q-'~'o&(t).

The operator pl, is the Fourier transform of the density,
and satisfies (ps&= fdr (p(r) )=X. It is easy to verify
the relations

We write in the volume 0 explicitly for convenience,
even though it is always assumed to tend to in6nity
and no 6nal results can depend on Q. The spectral
vTclght function is

rg, rr(k, k'; t—t') =Q-'&I Ag(t), Ba (t') j)
rg s(k—, k', zo) expI —zoi(1—i') j,

QQ 2X

r~ s (k', k; co) =err p,s( k, k; rv),—

r~,gz( k; ar) =re—'r, , (z—k; oi),

~ Cku
x'g, s(—k, k) = —r, ,s ( k, k; ze')—

QQ 2X

=Q '"(Lz-~(i), o~(~) 3)= —V'«.

(12)

(14)

and thc response function

doi rg, s (k, k', oi)

—co 2zr oi s

Furthermore, we dehne the static response function

" da) rg, s(k, k'; oi)

—QQ 2Ã GP

(P is the principal part), and the equal-time correlation
function

~. (»k')=—Q '&IA (~) —(A (~)&, B (~) —(B (~)&I)

The last equality depends only on the Bose commuta-
tion rules and leads to a nonzero answer if there is a
broken symmetry (long-range order) . As a consequence
of the continuity equation Bp/83+V. j =0, we can prove
the f sum rule, » which implies

k'n ko—err', ,t( k, ro)—
fÃ QQ 2g

=x'~,~ (—k). (15)
QQ 2g GP

Finally, we have (since k/0)

—rg, s (k, k'; (o) coth-', (Poi)—QQ

(6) = 2(o~«~&+1

(P= 1/T, lz =kii ——1); the last relation is the fiuctuation-
dissipation theorem. From the de6nition of g' we infer
thc following propcltics:

x'g, s(k, k') is a linear form in Aq and Bq.,

h*~.n(k, k') j*=x'n'. ~'(k', k),
x*~,~'(k, k) =—x'~,~" (k) &0.

Therefore, y' is a scalar product and satishes a
Schwarz inequality

putting together the two basic inequalities (8) and

(9), we get

I x'~.s(—»k) I'
Cs,st(k)&2Tx's, nt(k) &2T

x'x '.x —k

which yields, using Eqs. (14)-(16),
T %Q

(ag'ug& =—re�&——',+ —. (18)
(k'/zrz) zz

I x'~,s(»k') ' & x'~.~ (k)x'sz, a(k').
» P. Nosieres and D. Pines, QNoaiuml. zguzds (W. A. Ben, jamin,

(g) Inc. , New York, 1966), Vol. I, p. 90.



Clearly the quantity

(where s is the dimensionality of the system) must be
finite, and we see that this is incompatible with (18)
in one and two dimensions for T&0, unless co=0. We
conclude that there is no broken symmetry (long-range
order) in one and two dimensions in a Bose liquid.

In three dimensions, very near the transition tem-
perature Tq, but for T& Tq, one may wish to describe
the correlation function in the form

e (k)~const/k~&*

as k~. From our inequality (18), we see that the
exponent g~ turns out to bc nonpositive.

$Eofe added its proof. In order to avoid confusion we
wish to point out that g~ is not the same as the codB-
cient g introduced by Fisher. '8 The latter cod6cient
characterizes the behavior of the correlation function
for 6xed k, in the limit T—+Tg. The coeKcient q* on
the other hand, applies for 6xed T&Tq, in the limit
k—4. This difference in behavior is well known'8'9
and our theorem says nothing new about thc param-
eter g. In terms of Josephson's'~ discussion, it merely
states the obvious fact that p, &p. The Sogoliubov in-

equahty (18),does lead to the exact result q*&0, which
is a necessary restriction on any accurate theory of
the lambda. transition in three dimensions. The pos-
slblllty of a poslt1vc g* was 1RIscd by Kanc RQd Kada-
nofP' (they called it q) and by M. Fisher (private
communication) and is ruled out by Eq. (18).]

IV. COOPER PAIMNG IN FERMI SYSTEMS

For fermions, the analogous statement would be
tha, t it is inconsistent to assume that the quasiaverage
Qt(r)gi(r) ) (the arrows denote spin states) is finite
fol 1Q6nltc volun1c ln onc Rnd two dnncnslons. How-
evers thc order-parameter correlation function ls Qot Rs

directly related to a thermodynamic quantity as eI„and

we shall have to use a slightly more complicated argu-
ment. '0 Wc begin by assuming that the quasi-average
&a«ai~} is nonzero for one or more regions of q, and
we shall show a contradiction in one and two di-
mensions. For this purpose we introduce the order
parameter

=Q-' g S(q) &a~,ai ), (20)

where the "smearing function" s(r) is arbitrary (a
Gaussian, for instance) but has the properties

s(r)dr= S(0)=1; s(o) = f~ ' Z S(q) & ~.

(21)

We applv the Bogoliubov inequality to the operators

Ag (/) =i (8/Bt) p i,(t); Bg QS(q)aiba—~—c« (22.)

The fermion commutation rules yield for k/0

„- &L~. ..&)=~- ZLS(q&+S(k-q»& .
=—6+i1(k) . (23)

This defines g(k), which has the important property that

limy(k) =5,

since S(q) is analytic aild &ot+ci~& is bounded. Tile
f sum rule once again yields (15), which permits us to
write the Bogoliubov inequalities (8) and (9) as

Ce,et(k) & 2T . (24)
(ii/nz) k'

The small r behavior of the Fourier transform
oe,et(r) of Ce,et(k) is not simple, so that in order to
prove our theorem we must rewrite Ce,et(k), using the
commutation relations, in the form (k/0),

C..(k&=~ &~ZS(q&" „ZS(q) ."
= (2/fl) Z S(q) S(q') &~i"o»-.'o»-.a«)

—~ ZLS(q)+S'(k —q&S& " .+ ~" t.}+~'ZS(q)
q q

If S(q) were a constant $s(r) = b(r) $, then the last term of (26) would be infinite Lb(0) ), and oe,et(r) would
not be defined. With a Gaussian s(q), this term is some 6nite constant (independent of k); likewise, the next
to the last term in (26) is an analytic function of k which is integrable. The first term, which we call F(k), would be
just the density-correlation function if s(q) were a constant. Its Fourier transform f(r) can be shown to be finite
for r=0 by the following argument:

f(ri-")-=««"s("-")s("-")Bit(")At(ri)A(r2)A(r-) }. (27)

'8 M. E. Fisher, J. Math. Phys. 5, 944 (1964).
» B.D. Josephson, Phys. Letters 21, 608 (1966).
~0 A number of key points in the application of the theorem to fermions @&ere suggested to me by Dr. 8, I. Halperin.
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The matrix element in (2'I) is of the form

which is obviously 6nite since the density correlation
function may Qot, have RQy singularities which Rrc Qot
integrable. H we write (26) in the form

CII,nt(k) =F(k)+E(k),

we see that R(k) is regular at small k,sl and with the
Rld of Eqs. (24), (31), Rnd (30) wc llavc

F(k) &2T —R(k),
Nk'/m

0-'QF(k) &f(0)(~.

(32)

Clearly, since I)(k) and R(k) are regular at small k,
Eqs. (32) and (33) are in contradiction in one and two
dimensions for 7&0 and for in6nitc volume, unless
6=0. Since S(k) is arbitrary, subject to the conditions
(21), we cannot have &atoll~&/0 for any q, and
Qt(r)A(r) &=o.

This result can be extended to eases where 6 is
not the only anomalous average in the system. '6 Under
certain circumstances it is conceivable that a breaking
of translational invariance" might invalidate some of
the arguments presented here, although a similar
discussion could probably be used to exclude such a

"For 6xed 5(q},R(k} is integrable.

which de6nes the operators u and b. The scalar product
again satis6es a Schwarz inequality, so that

I
&~'f) I'«o'a)&f'~&

=( ( ) ( )&(pt( )p ( )) (29)

where pic(r) =IPtlt(r)ftl(r). From Eqs. (27)-(29) we
conclude that

broken symmetry also."A full discussion of the case
treated by Gor'kov, Bychkov, and Dzialoshinskii"
would depend on subtle details of their model and we
shall not attempt it, but it sceIns to us extremely
unlikely that their assumption of long-I'ange order in
one dimension (6&0) can be strictly valid, at least at
6nitc temperature.

V. CONCLUSION

%C have shown that the long-Iange order generally
associated with superconductivity and superBuidity'~
(i.e., the existence of anomalous averages &Ip) or &IpIp))
is not consistent with exact sum rules in one and two
dimensions. Our arguments do not depend on the range
of 'tllc folccs so long Rs tllcsc keep tile f sulll 1'lllc llltRct.
This work supplements approximate arguments pre-
viously given. ~'5 %C do not make any statement about
the existence of a phase transition, or even of super-
currents or Qux quantization, except to say that the
usual models (involving long-range order) are not
valid. Needless to say, we can shed even less light on
the interesting question of the existence of approximate
long-range order, or of esserstMIly persistent currents
which might live for macroscopic times. However,
thc arguIDcnts pI'cscntcd here seem to us quite rigorous
and simple. They have a sufhciently general character
to be applicable to other cases of long-range order,
such as the Heisenberg ferro- and antiferromagnet, and
the crystal. A discussion of the extension of these ideas
to other cases has recently been given by Mermin and
%agner. "
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